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Map Library Website -- https://www.library.illinois.edu/max/
Scanned Maps Webpage -- https://www.library.illinois.edu/max/scanned-maps/

Atlases


Close to Home


Aerial Photography Webpage -- https://www.library.illinois.edu/max/collections/air-photos-new/
**Rivers**

*Map of the Mississippi River from its Source to the Mouth of the Missouri.* Nicholas King. Scale approximately 1:1,625,000. Francis Shallus, 1810. Map Library: G4042.M5 1810 .K5


**Railroads**


*Map of the State of Illinois, N. America Showing All Its Rail-roads Completed or In Progress Connecting with Lines Direct to N. York, S. Louis & Canada, Their Station Distances & c. Showing also the Counties, County Towns, Post Offices, Canals & Principal Rivers, Coal and Lead Mine Districts, Timber and Meadow Lands, & c.* Scale approximately 1:1,000,000. Henry Greenebaum & T.W. Sampson M.D., 1855. Map Library: G4101.P3 1855 .M3


*Special Military Excursion by the Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad, Danville Route, Leaving Chicago on Saturday, October 16th, 1880, at 6:00 P.M.* Scale approximately 1:3,840,000. Rand McNally, 1880. Map Library: G4041.P3 1880 .R3

*Trans Continental Route Illustrated: Crossing the Switzerland of America.* Scale not given. Rand McNally, 1876. Map Library: G3701.P3 1876 .S6

Politics & Political Geography

*Natural and Political History of the Gerry-Mander! in Two Chapters, with Cuts.* Publisher not identified, between 1813 and 1822. Map Library: G3763.E7F7 1813 .N3


World War I


*La guerre est l'industrie nationale de la Prusse.* Scale not given. P.J. Gallais et Cie, 1917 or 1918. Map Library: G5701.S65 1917 .N4

*Freiheit der Meere: England der Blutsauger der Welt.* Scale not given. Publisher not identified, 1917 or 1918. Map Library: G3201.S65 1917 .F7


*世界大戦紀念地図 明治之偉跡 大正之偉業 = Commemorative Map of the World War. The Great Footprint of Meiji, the Great Undertaking of Taisho.* 1918. Map Library: Uncataloged

1920s


*Lindbergh, the Lone Eagle.* Scale 1:17,000,000 and 1:38, 400,000. World Syndicate Co., 1928. Map Library: G3701.A85 1928 .W67
Ōhō daihikō kinen hikō yūgi. Scale approximately 1:45,000,000. Asahi Shinbunsha, December 10, 1925. Map Library: G3201.P6 1925 .A8


Imaginary Places
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